QUESTION FOR TRG. STUDY AFTER ADVANCED COURSE : w.e.f. 31.03.2003
Training Study : Cub Section

1. Jungle atmosphere is a powerful medium of immense value in the training of the young cub by B.P.
   How you will create Jungle atmosphere in your Cub Pack?
2. Prepare a programme for Pack Holiday camp and give detail report & what type of activities you organise in Pack
   Holiday camp.
3. Presentation of Proficiency Badges how you make more attractive for cubs? And how to attract the parents and
   guardian to admit their boys in the cub activity programme?
4. What type of Games would you like to organise for the cub age boy? And what principle should be kept in your
   view?
5. What types of activities should be organised in your Pack to increase the spiritual development?
6. What types of ceremonies you organise in your Cub Pack after completion of the advanced course? And what are
   the reactions of the cubs for these activities? Write in detail.
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QUESTION FOR TRG. STUDY AFTER ADVANCED COURSE : w.e.f. 31.03.2003
Training Study : Scout Section

1. “Wood Craft is the knowledge of animals and nature”
   a) When and where it was told by B.P.?
   b) What opportunity do you provide for, to have the knowledge of saving the animals and nature?
2. Camping is the great point in Scouting which appears to the boy and the opportunity for teaching himself reliance
   and responsiveness besides giving him health.
   a) In which camp fire yarn B.P. told like this?
   b) Plan and conduct atleast two week end camps and report?
3. A Unit Leader is a P.L. of PLs.
   a) In which camp fire yarn B.P. told this sentence?
   b) How you share your responsibilities while running the troop with patrol system.
4. “A Camp Fire is a last session of the Day”.
   a) In which camp fire yarn B.P. told this?
   b) How do you make the camp fire ceremony effective and creative impression on the minds of scouts?
5. “I believe that god put us in this jolly world to be happy and enjoy life”.
   a) From which message of B.P. this sentence has been taken?
   b) Conduct and report at least four All Faiths Prayer Meetings conducted in your Troop.
6. Please produce a report of ideal troop meeting. How you are conducting in your Troop?
   Organise a week end camp at your Troop.
   If one of your members broken the discipline of the troop what you will do?
   Organise an ideal Court of Honour meeting and produce brief report.
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QUESTION FOR TRG. STUDY AFTER ADVANCED COURSE : w.e.f. 31.03.2003
Training Study : Rover Section

1. How you can prepare your self to conduct effective Rover vigil or self examination and investiture ceremony in you
   crew?
2. “You have a responsibility on your shoulders ........................................................
   ................................................................. and say your self”.

   What are the responsibilities as a Rover Scout Leader to guide Rovers in correct way of living?
3. “There is a place ................................. The Good of the Community”.
   Name the C. D. Project, where undertaken by your Crew and write detailed report regarding planning,
   implementation and the result.
4. “Service is the practice ................................. Troops and wolf Cub Packs”.
   In what way you and your crew assisted in the troop and pack in the last year?
5. How you adopt the method to guide your Rovers of adolescent age to successfully face the obstacles in his
   voyage of life with reference to the Rovering in to success?
6. “God the creator ................................. of religion”.
   How you will act in your crew with your different denomination of your crew member?
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